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Due to spatial conditions and cultural riginality owned Dersim geography has established that 
a distance Rapporto between the government, in this case Turkish nationalism that started to plant 20 
until the beginning of the Yüzyııl etmiştir.dersim my people the majority of the Kurdish / ZaZa have 
the ethnic identity of the original sample of people Anatolian Alevism Kızılbaş be having my lesson 
alaevileg and traditional social structure gave rise to no problem in terms of Turkish nationalism. 
Turkish nationalism ethnic sense of Turkishness centered top / national / single identity, implicitly in 
the Sunni Hanafi the intensity of the style touch my class to the nation-state include the Islam has 
shaped significantly geography at levels not seen much on the intensity of the political, lead to the 
occurrence of social and militarist violence., shoot and assimilation processes have produced refkelsif 
results, Kurdish nationalism and Kurdish regions of political movement and a wide range 
açmıştır.siyasal violence will take place and be strengthened as a politics concerning force against 
Tunceli and fight etnisty, religious and cultural foundations in the body to find the identity of a 
political subject in the center of the forehead to, and politicization of identity-based discourse in the 
political sphere of action gave rise to problems linked and pıratik conversion. As a result of this case it 
has been subject to tunceliy into two different political power-struggle perspective natıon nationalism- 
field. Identity in Tunceli city center politicization style, identity-based in order to detect the nature of 
the conflict, identity, siysal attitude, intellectual quest we have made in memory and political climate 
context, two-way polarization to trace our possible kılmıştır.farkl define the identity of the individuals 
who have the political attitudes and way of interpretation of where they live geography naming and 
meaning formats, to build the kolektive memory of individuals and editing forms of politics 
concerning the actuator of the actuators of the attitude, attitude, tell pıratik of up to style influence the 
political climate has shaped many indicators identity and as cultural shows based conflicts and 
polarization 
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